Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the utilization of low-density parity-check (LDPC) code and optical hard-limiter in OCDMA communication systems. Since the multiple access interference will impose significant penalty on system performance, using optical hard-limiter is an effective countermeasure to relieve this adverse impact. To further increase the aggregate capacity, the LDPC code is employed as an error correction mechanism that can allow more simultaneous users accommodated in the network. As the aggregate capacity and system complexity are the main considerations in practical system design, both of which are mutually trade off. Utilization of LDPC code and optical hard-limiter can effectively reduce the system complexity to reach the maximum aggregate capacity. Our proposed scheme can accommodate large number of users in the network simultaneously and support the traffic asynchronously with each user. Furthermore, the aggregate capacity can reach above 100 Gbps; therefore, it is the preferable way as the platform for fiber distribution network in some applications.
Introduction
With the rapid progress of broadband optical access network, the infrastructure of distribution network is the prerequisite to pave the way for high-speed communications. Transmission over optical fiber link can provide vast among of bandwidth than conventional transmission media. Broadband optical access network employed in different kinds of applications are discussed. GPON (gigabit-capable passive optical network) recommended by ITU-T G. 984 identifies 7 transmission speed combinations to support FTTH (fiber to the home), FTTC (fiber to the curb), or FTTB (fiber to the building), where the network configuration is based on point to point or point to multipoint [1] . In this architecture, maximum number of optical network units is 64 and the network synchronization among this PON is necessary. Besides, broadband optical access network is also exploited in LAN (local area network) or MAN (metropolitan area network), say, EPON (Ethernet passive optical network). To fulfill the increasing demand of bandwidth requirement, several specifications for diverse applications in EPON were ratified in IEEE 802.3 ba. For example, aggregate capacity of 100 Gbps EPON based on 100GBASE-LR4 or 100GBASE-ER4 utilizes four wavelength-division-multiplexed lanes on single mode fiber in MAN [2] .
Broadband optical access network has also been investigated in the applications of the radioover-fiber system to support the increasing growth of traffic in mobile communications, wireless networks [3] , [4] . Conventionally, the radio signals transferred from each remote base station to the control station based on commercial synchronous transmission (e.g., SDH or SONET) will encounter the network synchronization problem. Thus, the on-the-shelf expensive equipments are the indispensable cost to deploy the fiber distribution network. Alternatively, to support asynchronous traffic in the fiber distribution network, OCDMA (optical code division multiple access) is a promising technique to be employed in this infrastructure. The functionality of fiber distribution network is to accommodate more users that can access to high-speed Internetworking. Especially in the rapid progress of wireless metropolitan area network, the infrastructure of microcellular systems are widely deployed (e.g., WiFi). OCDMA is a broadcasting and asynchronous access technique that can allow the traffic of each subscriber accessing in the network asynchronously and simultaneously. Therefore, it is a preferable way as the platform for fiber distribution network to reduce the cost and simplify the infrastructure of the network.
However, to accommodate more users in the fiber distribution network is a great challenge (e.g., in microcellular radio system), for the MAI (multiple access interference) will impose severe penalty on system performance. Utilization of optical hard-limiter (OHL) is an effective manner to alleviate the adverse impact of MAI; hence, system performance can be improved significantly [13] , [18] . Aside from the MAI, the beat noise will also impose detrimental effect on system performance; using optical hard-limiter can effectively diminish this impact [13] , [19] . In addition to the employment of optical hard-limiter, we also utilize the low-density parity-check (LDPC) code to further enhance system performance. Of course, it is possible to use other error correction codes in our proposed system. While considering the compatibility with the most part of current wireless local area network, we employ the standard of IEEE 802.11n as error correction mechanism with the data rate from 54 Mbps to 300 Mbps. Furthermore, the hardware implementation using the industrial standard is a preferable way under the considerations of practical system design, which the mature commercial components are available. The LDPC code is the powerful coding mechanism, which can closely approach to the Shannon limit [7] - [10] . Also, it was widely discussed in modern optical communication systems [11] , [12] . In general, the longer code length of LDPC code can perform better in performance, while the complexities of encoder and decoder are the inevitable cost.
In this paper, we investigate time-spreading wavelength-hopping (i.e., 2-D) OCDMA technique for applications in the fiber distribution network, where the signature sequences are generated from sequence encoder and spread with optical chip pulses into both time and wavelength simultaneously. Since the 2-D OCDMA system can outperform than 1-D system (i.e., single wavelength) in terms of carnality, code flexibility, and MAI; consequently it has been extensively discussed for applications in various optical communication and networking systems [5] , [6] . In OCDMA system, MAI is the main detrimental effect on system performance; this will cause error floor effect even increasing the optical power can not relieve this impact. Therefore, mitigating the adverse impact of MAI is the core task to deploy OCDMA network.
For achieving higher aggregate capacity, it is necessary to accommodate more users in the network simultaneously, while the MAI will be also increased accordingly. Hence, it is inevitable to enlarge the system complexity to against the adverse impact of MAI. Our proposed scheme using LDPC code and optical hard-limiter can greatly reduce the system complexity to reach the maximum aggregate capacity. Apart from the MAI, some of the noises are also taken into consideration, which include thermal noise, shot noise, and relative intensity noise ðRINÞ. The subsequent sections are organized as follows. In Section 2, the system architecture is described, where the optical hard-limiter and LDPC code are introduced. The system performance is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the numerical results. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
System Description
In this paper, the carrier-hopping prime code is utilized as signature sequence, which is constructed with algebraic approach [5] . Also, it can be represented by a 2-D code matrix. The code length N is p 1 p 2 . . . p k (i.e., the number of columns in the code matrix), where fp 1 p 2 . . . p k g is a set of prime numbers. In addition, code length N is also the cardinality of the carrier-hopping prime code. The code weight w is the number of available wavelengths (also, the number of rows in the code matrix), where
For the carrier-hopping prime code, the out-of-phase autocorrelation is zero and the cross-correlation is at most one [5] . To deploy the OCDMA network configuration, the physical implementation of encoder and decoder (i.e., correlator) is the basic requisite. There are different approaches to accomplish these implementations, such as array waveguide grating (AWG), thin film filter (TTF), fiber Bragg grating (FBG), and so on; experiments have been also demonstrated [20] - [23] . Typically, the chip rate for modern OCDMA system is the order of hundreds of gigahertz [20] ; for instance, OCDMA system employing FBG with 640 G chips per second was proposed in [21] . Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed system architecture. The binary data are encoded by the LDPC code encoder; then the encoded data bits are spread into signature sequences by the OCDMA sequence encoder. The modulation format is OOK (on-off keying); that is, data bit 1 is transmitted via signature sequence, while data bit 0 transmits nothing. In the receiver, optical hardlimiter is exploited to reduce the MAI from the received multiple access signal. Hereafter, correlator will correlate the optical pulses in the w chip positions of the desired signature sequence with the output into photodiode for photodetection. After photodetection, the electrical signal is followed by the LDPC soft decoder.
As discussed in [13] - [15] , beat noise will lead to penalty on system performance, which is generated by the crosstalk from received multiple access signal. Essentially, beat noise is a random process, and its amount of impact depends on the received signals' polarization. In general, there are three types to classify beat noise: coherent, partially coherent, and incoherent, where the coherent regime brings about the most severe impact on system performance [15] . Experimental demonstrations have been also verified [16] , [17] . Since the received multiple access signal coming from different subscribers, the polarization of each received signal may vary with link distance, transmitted power, etc. This will lead to the analyses so complicated. As the same approaches in [13] and [14] , we only consider the worst case for the impact of beat noise; that is, all received signals are with the same power level and aligned in polarization. In such way, linear superposition of received signals is assumed and the beat noise in the receiver can be completely eliminated by optical hard-limiter [13] , [19] .
In the receiver, the correlator will correlate the received multiple access signal in the w chip positions of the desired signature sequence. To describe the utilization of optical hard-limiter placed before the correlator, we denote an interference pattern vector ¼ ð 1 ; 2 ; 3 . . . w Þ, where w means the code weight of signature sequence. The optical hard-limiter will clip the received multiple access signal to a unit optical pulse level once the power level of received multiple access signal exceed the threshold (i.e. unit optical pulse level) [18] . After the employment of optical hard-limiter, the clipped interference pattern vector before the correlator can be represented as j ¼ ð j 1 ; j 2 ; j 3 . . . j w Þ. As carrier-hopping prime code is employed as signature sequence, its out of phase autocorrelation is zero and the cross-correlation is at most one [5] . Predicated upon this property of signature sequence, if there are j interfering optical pulses hitting on the w chip positions of the signature sequence, the corresponding occurrence probability of the interference pattern can be represented as [13] , [18] NDPðÞ Â MPDð; G j Þ
where
Rð d Þ is the repetition of element d in a pattern , G j is the set of basic interference patterns (and all their permutations) from j interferers that hit on the correlator. After the employment of optical hard-limiter, the correlator will correlate the clipped optical pulses in the w chip positions of the desired signature sequence over one bit interval (i.e., sum receiver that summing all the elements in clipped interference pattern vector j¼5 ) [13] , [18] . We denote this correlator output as j j¼5 j. In this case, correlator output may be 1, 2, or 3 depending on the clipped interference pattern vectors. If we transmits data bit 1, it is obvious that the correlator output is w ¼ 3. While the data bit 0 is transmitted, the correlator output is equal to j j¼5 j. In Fig. 2 , we illustrate the utilization of optical hard-limiter for carrier-hopping prime code of w ð0; 3; 6Þ with code length N ¼ 17, where the corresponding signature sequence is (10010010000000000) and the basic interference pattern for G j¼5 is (3, 2, 0) . LDPC code was proposed by Gallager in 1962, which can yield excellent performance and approach closely to channel capacity for Shannon limit [7] - [10] . Generally, the longer code length of LDPC code can yield better performance, while more stringent requirement of computational complexity and memory size are the inevitable cost. The mature hardware implementation is the requisite to deploy a practical system configuration; accordingly, the industrial standard is the preferable way for applications. In this paper, we employ the LDPC code from the standard of IEEE 802.11n with code length 1944 and code rate 2/3.
Illustrative Example for Optical Hard-Limiter
Tanner graph is associated with the parity check matrix H which is comprised of two sets of nodes; the check nodes and the bit nodes. Any binary matrix gives rise to a bipartite graph between bit nodes and check nodes, and the code defined as the null space of H is precisely the code associated with this Tanner graph [9] , [10] . In this paper, both hard decision and soft decision for LDPC decoding are analyzed. For hard decision, there is the bit-flipping algorithm; for soft decision, there is sum-product algorithm in Log domain. Based on belief propagation iterative decoding algorithm [9] , [10] , [24] , [30] , the iterative decoding stops ifĉ H t ¼ 0; otherwise, it continues up to the maximum number of iterations.
System Performance Analysis
Since the MAI emanates from other interferers in the network, each user transmits data bit 1 or 0 with equal probability. For OOK modulation, only bit 1 is transmitted with signature sequence and the average hit probability on other users is h av ¼ w =N [13] , [14] . Among ðK À 1Þ interferers, it is assumed that there are j interfering optical pulses hitting on the w chip positions of the desired signature sequence. After the employment of optical hard-limiter, the correlator will correlate the clipped optical pulses in the w chip positions with the output into photodiode for photodetection. The photodetected electrical signal r i under Gaussian approximation with mean and variance for transmitting bit 1 and 0 (i.e., Pðr i =s i ¼ 1Þ, and Pðr i =s i ¼ 0Þ) can be represented, respectively, as [13] 
and,
Here P d and P c are the chip level power in the photodiode for the desired signal and interferer, respectively; j j j is the correlator output, w is the code weight (or number of wavelengths). The variances of thermal noise, shot noise, relative intensity noise ðRINÞ are given, respectively, as
where K B is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, R L is the receiver load resistance, B e is the receiver's electrical bandwidth, q is the electron charge. 
The Case for LDPC With Hard Decision
The photodetected electrical signal r j is fed into decision circuitry with decision threshold D to produce data bit, and the bit error rate under transmitted bits 1 and 0 can be expressed, respectively, as [13] Pð"=s i ¼ 1Þ
After decision threshold, the detected data bits are followed by LDPC decoder with bit-flipping algorithm.
The Case for LDPC With Soft Decision
The photodetected electrical signal r j , with a posteriori probabilities under transmitted bits 1 and 0 can be represented, respectively, as [9] , [10] 
To manipulate the sum-product algorithm in Log domain for soft decision, the LLR (loglikelihood ratio) with a posteriori probabilities under equally probable (i.e., Pðs i ¼ 0Þ¼ Pðs i ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1=2Þ can be given as [10] , [25] - [27] 
Hereafter, the sum-product algorithm operates these soft messages with iterative decoding procedure.
Comparing to the hard decision, the soft decision scheme performs better in performance. As to the computational complexity and hardware implementation, the soft-decision scheme requires more complicated mechanism than that of hard-decision and the implementations are investigated [25] , [28] , [29] . In this paper, our simulation is an approach to analytically investigate system complexity and feasibility of OCDMA-based fiber distribution network. Considering the compatibility with the most part of current wireless area networks, the LDPC code we utilize is predicated upon the standard in IEEE 802.11n; it is mature commercial technique.
Numerical Results and Discussions
In this paper, we investigate the OCDMA-based fiber distribution network; to increase more users accommodated in the network is our main goal for some applications (e.g., in microcellular system). However, more users accommodated in the network simultaneously will suffer from severe MAI; this will seriously deteriorate system performance and also limit the transmission data rate significantly for each user [22] , [23] . On the other hand, it is possible to provide higher data rate for each user at the expense of fewer users accommodated in the network (i.e., less MAI); accordingly, this will be the inevitable constraint in some specific applications (say, fiber distribution network in MAN). In our proposed system, we employ the LDPC code as error correction mechanism recommended by IEEE 802.11n whose aggregate capacity per each access point may range from 54 Mbps to 300 Mbps.
In wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), since the traffic of each access point will be transferred to remote wireless gateway, the adequate bandwidth and compact network configuration are the requisite to deploy metro distribution network. Our proposed scheme can support the traffic asynchronously and simultaneously with each user, and the aggregate capacity can reach above 100 Gbps. Therefore, it is the preferable way as the platform for metro fiber distribution network in WMAN. The link parameters are given as follows (unless otherwise specified). The data rate is 300 Mbps for each user, RIN ¼ À120 dB/Hz, P d ¼ P c ¼ À44 dBw, optimal decision threshold D is 0.5 and 0.9 for OOK and OOK with OHL, respectively [13] . The code length of LDPC code is 1944, code rate is 2/3, and maximum number of iterations is 20.
In Fig. 3 , the bit error rate with different schemes are plotted against the number of simultaneous users K for code length N ¼ 137, and code weight w ¼ 4. We can observe that increasing the number of simultaneous users accommodated in the network will impose severe MAI that will significantly deteriorate system performance. The OOK signaling scheme without utilization of optical hard-limiter (OHL) and LDPC code performs poor in performance due to the adverse impact of MAI, while the OOK with LDPC soft decision can robust against the impairment. In addition, LDPC with hard decision can not yield better performance than that of using the uncoded scheme (i.e., OOK) when the K is larger, because comparatively severe MAI can not make this decoding scheme effectively. After the employment of optical hard-limiter, the MAI can be reduced effectively; consequently, the channel impairment is greatly diminished. In this case, the utilization of LDPC code can drastically enhance the system performance accordingly. Fig. 4 illustrates the bit error rate versus code length N with code weight w ¼ 5 and number of simultaneous users K ¼ 40. Since the h av ¼ w =N is the average probability of a hit from interferer when transmits bit 1, to increase the code length can reduce the hit probability in the w chip positions of desired signature sequence. Thus, to make the signature sequence longer will improve system performance better; this will bring about the error correction mechanism getting more efficient. It is observed that the LDPC coded schemes can drastically reduce the bit error probability by increasing the code length while the uncoded schemes (i.e., OOK, OOK+OHL) can not use this way effectively. However, increasing the code length will also increase the chip rate; this will lead to the more stringent requirement in optical spreading and detection. Therefore, the limitation of chip rate with proper code length must be taken into consideration in practical system design. The LDPC code could perform its superiority is predicated upon the channel impairment less than a certain extent; otherwise, it could not outperform than the uncoded scheme. This can be referred to that of using the LDPC with hard decision in OOK scheme without OHL in Figs. 3 and 4 . Hence, to effectively counteract the adverse impact of MAI is the prerequisite for enhancing the error correction capability of LDPC code.
In OCDMA system, system performance is dominated by MAI; this will lead to error floor effect even increasing the optical power can not relieve this impact. In Fig. 5 , the bit error rate versus received optical power is illustrated with code length N ¼ 157, code weight w ¼ 5, and number of simultaneous users K ¼ 20. It is shown that both schemes in OOK and OOK with OHL account for this error floor effect. Besides, exploiting the OOK with OHL scheme can greatly eliminate the channel impairment; hence the error floor can be reduced significantly. Notice that when both schemes do not reach the error floor, the OOK performs better in a certain degree than that of OOK with OHL within the received optical power ranging from À90 to À63.5 dBw. Therefore, the utilization of LDPC code in both schemes reflects the OOK outperforming than that using OOK with OHL. Furthermore, the soft decision can further enhance the sensitivity (i.e., less received optical power) than hard decision for system performance to reach the error free; accordingly, it is preferable to be employed in practical system. The aggregate capacity is a figure of merit to identify a system that can support how much traffic in the network. To enhance the aggregate capacity, it is necessary to increase the number of simultaneous users accommodated in the network. This is the great challenge in OCDMA system design, for large number of users accommodated in the network simultaneously will impose severe MAI. For reliable communications, the bit error rate less 10 À9 is preferable for most applications. Fig. 6 illustrates the number of accommodated users versus code weight w with bit error rate less than 10 À9 . The code weight w stands for the number of wavelengths in OCD-MA system that reflects the system complexity. We can observe that the LDPC code using soft decision under the employment of OHL can completely support full load users (i.e., equal to N) accommodated in the network with the least code weight. Therefore, the maximum aggregate capacity can be obtained. For example, the case in code length N ¼ 337 with code weight w ¼ 3 can reach the aggregate capacity 101.1 Gbps (i.e., 337 Â 300 Mbps).
In spite of aggregate capacity, the spectral efficiency is also an important assessment of system complexity. As discussed above, the code weight w and code length N will influence system complexity and performance significantly. The normalized spectral efficiency ðSE Þ is an assessment to fairly evaluate performances for diverse code lengths in OCDMA systems, which stands for the overall system throughput per unit optical bandwidth supporting K users at a specific bit error probability [14] . And, it can be represented as SE ¼ ðK =2wNÞ, where is the code rate. Based on Fig. 6 , the spectral efficiency versus code weight is illustrated in Fig. 7 , where the schemes for LDPC with OHL are illustrated. We can clearly observe that system with code weight w ¼ 3 can reach the best spectral efficiency. In other words, it is the least parameter for system to accommodate full load subscribers in the network. On the other hand, if we utilize higher code rate or lower complexity decoding algorithm in our proposed system, it will bring about inferior performance. The preferable code weight w may be increased.
Both of the aggregate capacity and system complexity are the prerequisites to be taken into account in practical system design. To reduce the cost and enhance the aggregate capacity, the system parameters should be well chosen to achieve the maximum aggregate capacity under the least system complexity. Figs. 6 and 7 may be preferable guidelines in practical system design.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we employ the LDPC code and optical hard-limiter in OCDMA-based fiber distribution network. To accommodate more users in the network, the MAI will be significantly increased; using optical hard-limiter is an effective way to mitigate this deteriorating impact. With the utilization of optical hard-limiter, the LDPC code can greatly improve the error correction capability, which will lead to the drastic enhancement in system performance. Accordingly, the maximum aggregate capacity and the least system complexity can be obtained. For example, our proposed scheme for N ¼ 337 and w ¼ 3 can support aggregate capacity above 100 Gbps in the network under bit error rate less than 10 À9 . In the commercial long haul or backbone transmission (say, SONET or SDH), network synchronization is necessary among all the users in the network; for example, ITU-T G. 811, 812, and 813 in SDH. Therefore, the on-the-shelf expensive equipments are indispensable. While in OCDMA communication system, each user transmits data asynchronously; a common clock is unnecessary among all the users in the network. Thus, the economical off-the-shelf devices can be utilized to deploy the whole network configuration. Our proposed scheme possesses high aggregate capacity and can support large number of users accommodated in the network; consequently, it is the preferable manner as the platform for fiber distribution network in some specific applications.
